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Bob, Bono and Tony B: the popular artist as
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The political rise of Jorg Haider’s Freedom Party in Austria in 2000 prompted
condemnation from many Western governments and led to a temporary diplomatic
boycott. But Europe and America’s elected representatives were not the only
people to express their disgust at the ascendancy of the Freedom Party. Some of
the most vehement protests came from the artistic community both within and
outside Austria.

The pianist Andras Schiff announced that he would not play in Austria for as
long as the Freedom Party was part of the government coalition. Sting and Lou
Reed pulled out of the Austrian leg of their world tours. The film actresses
Catherine Deneuve, Claudia Cardinale and Jacqueline Bisset, and the opera singers
Neil Shicoff, Bo Shovkus and Nancy Gustafson, all boycotted the Vienna Opera
Ball.

Other artists honoured their contracts and performed, but used the occasion to
demonstrate their opposition to the existing regime. The composer Olga Neuwirth
carried a funeral bouquet after a performance of her work in Graz. Playwright
Elfriede Jelinek refused to allow her works to be performed while the new
government was in power. Fashion designer Guglielmo Mariotto produced a skirt
for the Milan fashion show decorated with a picture of Haider, the word ‘No’ in
red and a swastika. The British conductor Simon Rattle gave a scheduled
performance of Beethoven’s 9th Symphony, but significantly the performance took
place at the site of the Mauthausen concentration camp. Justifying his decision to
go ahead with the concert, Rattle said that it was a matter of ‘retreat or resist, and
now is the time to resist’ (The Guardian, 28 April 2000). Even Arnold
Schwarzenegger, film star and Republican supporter, spoke of his opposition to
Haider (The Times, 18 February 2000).

The first reaction to these gestures and pronouncements is, perhaps, one of only
mild surprise. The real surprise would have been if the artistic community had not
reacted in this way. This is what artists do. Except, of course, not all artists did
react this way.

Even considering the reactions to Haider’s Freedom Party, and even assuming
that artists are prone to making political gestures, it is evident that there are
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distinctions to be made, and not just between those who acted and those who did
not, but between the kinds of reaction and between the types of artist who took
them. Consider another political issue, one that arose at roughly the same time as
Haider’s rise: third world debt. Here we find a different artistic community taking
action. Jubilee 2000, the campaign to relieve less developed countries of their
debts, has been largely the province of rock stars, most notably Bono of the band
U2.

Such gestures do not cost the artists and celebrities a great deal. It can enhance
their fame and reputation (and this may, of course, go some way to explaining why
they do it). But not all political involvement is costless, and not all can be
explained as a cynical career move. The American folk group, the Weavers, found
themselves effectively banned from US television in the 1950s for their pro-
communist sympathies, just as they were becoming popular (Denisoff, 1971).
Harry Belafonte’s career was adversely affected by his civil rights involvement in
the 1960s (Ward, 1998). At some personal cost, Joan Baez refused to appear on
ABC’s folk show, Hootenanny, because Pete Seeger had been blacklisted by the
producers (O’Brien, 1995: 370). Dissident artists in the Soviet bloc were im-
prisoned (Starr, 1983; Ramet, 1994). The Greek composer Mikis Theodorakis
(1973) was tortured during the rule of the Colonels. So, while there is a high level
of involvement by artists in politics, it does not follow a uniform pattern; nor it is
always costless. It is, therefore, worth asking why artists become involved in
politics – why particular artists are involved with particular issues – and why, in
turn, politicians take notice?

There is a press photograph (The Observer, 20 June 1999) of Bob Geldof and
Bono in earnest conversation, and standing between them is Tony Blair, the British
Prime Minister, listening intently. This is not a moment of idle gossip or small talk.
The pop stars are lecturing the PM on third world debt, and they are being listened
to respectfully. (It does not matter that this is a photo opportunity – the point is that
it is staged to look like this.) How does this happen? Why does anyone listen to
Bono on international debt re-structuring, or Bob Geldof on famine?

There are some explanations that I want to suggest that do not fully explain the
situation:

1. Artists are individuals, just like the rest of us, some of whom take up political
causes or adopt particular values. There is, in this sense, nothing special about
artists; they can be subsumed within whatever account works for the rest of us.
This may be true, if you subscribe to some notion of the ‘ordinary citizen’, and/
or reduce people to the category of ‘voter’. It is true that how Sting votes is no
more or less interesting than how you or I vote. But what he does as Sting the
rock star is different because, as a star, he is not ‘like us’. He commands
audiences who pay for the CDs, videos and concerts that bear his name, and
people respond differently to him because of what he does. As a star, his actions
are not simply, or even, the product of his own values and choices, but are the
product of a vast network of mediating institutions and discourses. Explaining
Sting’s political participation involves, therefore, more than a matter of
examining his socio-economic location or his political preferences or his voting
habits.

2. Artists are products of their times. ‘It was the period that had politicized John
Lennon’, writes Tariq Ali (1987: 252). The argument here is that ‘political
awareness’ is a consequence either of ‘fashions’ in art or, more widely, changes
in political circumstances. According to the first suggestion, performers pro-
nounce on politics because this is what they get asked about in interviews, or
because of what other artists are doing and saying; or because record companies
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and publishers take to signing artists on the basis of their politics (because this
is what sells). But though such factors no doubt play their part, they do not
provide an explanation in their own right: for this, we need to look at the ways
in which media agendas and corporate practices change. Equally, although it is
important to note how cultural forms respond to the world outside the studio or
study, that world does not explain what happens inside these spaces. Not all
events inspire all artists. Some events are ignored; some artists remain resolutely
apolitical. There is, in any case, no direct causal mechanism, whatever the
rhetoric, that leads from the ‘street’ to the studio – the ‘street’ is a myth
perpetuated and presented by a vast army of mediating interests and institutions.

3. Artists do not respond mechanically to events, but they do respond to audiences,
their market. Artists tailor their politics to their fans – student fans get student
politics. But this argument will not work either: audiences do not exist as
independent, self-conscious entities; they have to be created and managed. If
anything, politicized audiences are the product of the marketing strategy of stars
and their corporate sponsors. Either that or politicized artists end up alienating
their fans (John Lennon’s Sometime in New York City, his most ‘political’
record, sold the fewest copies, apart from Two Virgins).

All of these factors may play some part – artists act as individual citizens, are
affected by their times, and respond to their audiences, but none of them explain
why particular artists in particular times act this way. To account for this, we need
to look to other factors which refine the explanatory net to catch the variations,
rather than the broad phenomenon. In his monumental survey of artistic radicalism,
Donald Drew Egbert (1970: 712) concludes that all artists were in some way
‘alienated’, but the source of their alienation differed in each case, and the
expression of this alienation differed too. And he goes on: ‘not all alienated artists
have been socially committed, and many of these have not been politically
committed’ (1970: 713).

Genre

Generic conventions can work to include or exclude politics. In music, this might
translate into the thought that teen pop – the genre of music performed by groups
like Westlife, B*Witched, etc. – allows no place for politics, or renders any attempt
to appear political as unconvincing and implausible. By contrast, folk music or hip-
hop almost define themselves in terms of politics, or at least social commentary.
This is Paul Gilroy (1993: 37; my emphasis) on ‘black music’:

The contemporary musical forms of the African diaspora work within an
aesthetic and political framework which demands that they ceaselessly re-
construct their own histories, folding back on themselves time and again to
celebrate and validate the simple, unassailable fact of their survival.

Using the idea of genre, we might then explain the political involvement of artists
in terms of their generic form. An artist’s sense of political responsibility, of
having something to say, is a product of the genre within which he or she works.
But while the genre does identify one possible condition of an artist’s political
involvement, it does not provide an exhaustive explanation. At best, genre may set
the broad parameters of a role, but not how it should be played.

There are cases where genre fails to provide the appropriate explanation. In his
study of the civil rights movement in the USA, Ward (1998) notes that, in generic
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terms, rhythm ’n’ blues artists might have been expected to make a real
contribution to the movement for equal rights. Generic convention and political
involvement would seem to be inextricably linked. But in reality, Ward argues
(1998: 303, 324), rhythm ’n’ blues made much less of a contribution than might
have been expected. By contrast, the movement benefited most from the attention
of ‘white folkies’, Hollywood stars, and Harry Belafonte (Ward, 1998: 308, 310,
323).

This example should not be regarded as demonstrating moral or political failures
of will. It is not an argument about individual conscience. But equally, it does not
confirm the structural influence of genre. It points to the factors which complicate
the idea that political involvement can be explained by reference to generic
convention alone. One such factor is the contractual obligations which apply to
artists. For example, Ward (1998: 326) hints that the Motown Corporation
discouraged their stars from becoming politically involved, and it was only when
Motown artists – like Marvin Gaye and Stevie Wonder – began to establish some
independence from Berry Gordy’s machine that they became ‘political’.

In a similar vein, Lucy O’Brien suggests that women’s absence from politicized
popular culture cannot be explained simply in generic terms. There are systemic
biases within the musical form, the industry and those who mediate it, which
constrain women’s capacity to engage with politics. She writes: ‘In a rock medium
that regularly trivializes female opinion, a woman risks isolation when she makes
an open statement. And she is not even guaranteed the cachet of heroic status’
(1995: 366). O’Brien is not just describing the politics of the genre, but the
interests that impose themselves on and through the genre. She identifies both the
ways in which ‘politicized’ genres do not necessarily prove equally hospitable to
male and female performers.

However useful genre is in identifying the possibility or probability of political
involvement, we still need to consider, first, the way genre itself is constructed and
the other factors – gender, class, ethnicity – that cut across and frame genre
conventions.

Constructing genres

Folk music did not emerge naturally as a ‘political’ genre, and the character and
form of its politics were shaped both from inside and outside. In his account of the
folk revival of the 1950s and 1960s, Robert Cantwell (1996) traces the ways in
which publishers, political organizations, performers and other interested parties
invested folk with particular associations and meanings. What it meant to perform
folk, to be a folk singer, was changed in this process. Not only were certain
musical forms organized in, and organized out, but so too was an account of the
‘people’ (the ‘folk’) which legitimated the music and its performers. Cantwell
(1996: 120) describes the emergence of distinct ‘folksong “style” ’ which was
intended to create a ‘public persona’ that would reinvent ‘social and personal
identity towards closely connected ends’:

the effacement of received social identity, on the one hand, and the construction
of a new cultural ecology, on the other, in which an imaginary self might find,
or actually project out of itself, the social and historical niche that authenticates
it.

Achieving this politicized folk style also meant the transformation of its perfor-
mers. Cantwell (1996: 120) presents Pete Seeger, one of the folk revival’s key
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figures, as ‘an idealistic and embarrassed young aristocrat’ who reinvented himself
‘out of the epoch’s peculiar coalescence of music and politics’. Seeger and his
colleagues were ‘animated’ by a ‘sheer love of a dreamed-of folk America’
(Cantwell, 1996: 130). Cantwell’s account of folk’s politics does not just draw
attention to the formation of a genre, but also to the conditions necessary for its
existence.

So while genre may be important to explaining how and why artists engage
politically, we need also to be conscious of how genres are themselves constituted,
and how in the process politics is organized into their conventions. But even with
this qualification, we also have to account for why political movements find it
useful to attach themselves to popular performers.

Causes need representatives

Just as we have to ask why artists support causes, so we also should ask why
causes need artists. Ron Eyerman and Andrew Jamison (1998: 163), for example,
write of the need for ‘truth-bearing’ in forging social movements, and of the way
in which musicians can fulfil the role of truth bearer:

Music as experienced and performed within social movements is at once
subjective and objective, individual and collective in its forms and in its effects.
Through its ritualized performance and the memories it invokes, the music of
social movements transcends the boundaries of the self and binds the individual
to a collective consciousness. This is what we have identified as the ‘truth-
bearing’ message, or the rationality, or movement music.

Eyerman and Jamison argue that social movements depend on ‘collective identity
formation’, and that this entails a ‘collective learning process’ in which music and
musicians play a key part.

Where Eyerman and Jamison emphasize music’s cognitive value to social
movements, Christian Lahusen focuses on its legitimating function. He argues that
a social movement needs pop celebrities to legitimate its cause and actions: ‘Their
[celebrities’] public statements and actions have “weight” because celebrities have
the collectively recognised right and privilege to have legitimate and valid
opinions’ (Lahusen, 1996: 123). Celebrities legitimate political causes and political
movements by lending their ‘credibility’ and ‘popularity’ to them.

Mark Mattern (1998) argues that different modes of communal organization call
forth different musical forms. The types of political community (he categorizes
these as ‘confrontational’, ‘deliberative’ or ‘pragmatic’) establish the musical
‘needs’. But while movements ‘need’ artists, it does not follow that they ‘create’
artists. To do this would be to deny the power and place of genre and genre
formation in the process. Rather the two factors – the social movement demand and
the generic constraints – need to be linked.

Networks

If movements do not (cannot) call certain artists into existence, there are still
mediating devices which organize the response of artists. The International
Association of Poets, Playwrights, Editors, Essayists and Novelists (PEN), for
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example, was instrumental in coordinating the public reaction of writers (in
particular) to the death of Ken Saro-Wiwa in Nigeria and to the fatwa imposed on
Salman Rushdie, just as Index on Censorship has performed a similar, if not
identical, role by tracking the treatment of artists at the hands of the state. For
Lahusen (1996: 118–20), these networks describe the circulation and operation of
social capital: ‘who knows who?’ Such capital is of vital importance to recruiting
stars of popular culture to political causes. As those stars become more famous,
and therefore more valuable to the social movement, they also become more
remote. They acquire a coterie of various professional servants – PR people,
accountants, and so on. These people are paid to shield their charge from
approaches from the ‘outside’ world. Social movements or charities depend on
informal contacts in order to recruit them, and once a star of sufficient eminence is
recruited, they can then draw in others by virtue of their own network – hence the
star-studded line-up that graced Live Aid (Geldof, 1986).

Take the example of John Lennon’s recruitment to left-wing politics in the late
1960s. This would not have happened without the informal social networks that
organized the left at the time. Nor would it have happened without an element of
mutual benefit. According to Tariq Ali (1987), Lennon’s song ‘Revolution’ had
been the object of a severe critique in the International Marxist Group’s Black
Dwarf, which Ali edited. Lennon phoned the paper to respond to the criticism.
These conversations became more regular, and Lennon took to reading The Red
Mole, Black Dwarf’s successor. Tariq Ali then suggested that Lennon be inter-
viewed. Robin Blackburn and Ali spent a day at Lennon’s Tittenhurst mansion. ‘It
had been a stimulating occasion’, Ali writes (1987: 251), ‘and marked a shift in
Lennon’s politics’. Lennon went on to write what he told Ali was a song for the
movement: ‘Power to the People’. Tariq Ali’s account suggests a process by which
the pop star is educated politically. This, though, is only part of the story. Lennon
also had much – from money to celebrity status – that Red Mole wanted.

In short, the means by which celebrities are recruited to political causes needs to
be accounted for: the formal and informal networks which expedite such connec-
tions, acting like political dating agencies. But even adding these networks into the
story does not provide the full answer. We need to ask how artists, cosseted or not,
find themselves in circumstances that incline them to act. One obvious way this
happens is when those artists find themselves in confrontation with the state.

The state and artistic opposition

One of the more bizarre political alliances was forged between John Denver, Frank
Zappa, and Dee Snider of Twisted Sister. All three appeared as witnesses at Senate
hearings to defend rock from the threat of the Parents Music Resource Center (led
by Tipper Gore and Susan Baker). This unlikely coalition was a response to a fear
that the PMRC wished to censor popular music (Chastagner, 1999).

The suppression of artists (or threat of suppression) may force artists into an
antagonistic relationship with the state. Peter Wicke (1992) has argued that the
leadership role played by rock musicians in East Germany was, in large part, an
unintended consequence of the state’s action in trying to manage popular culture.
The state’s involvement not only politicized the music but also produced a platform
from within which musicians offered an alternative form of representation.

The rise of the National Front in France, like the rise of the Freedom Party in
Austria, politicized artists by its threat to cut the funding for works thought to be
subversive or multicultural. Where the National Front acquired power at the local
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level, it declared that it would not support artists who were ‘politically engaged’
(The Guardian, 21 July 1998). Such confrontations do not necessarily produce any
one particular response, but they do create the conditions for a gesture of political
defiance. The state, though, is not the only source of these circumstances.

Corporate interests and artistic opposition

The spread of commercial sponsorship of the arts (including popular culture) has
had a similar effect. As one observer (Wu, 1998: 50) noted of corporately-
sponsored museums in the US: ‘The unmistakable signal is that even the largest
museum in the US cannot afford to indulge in ethical judgements of any kind when
it comes to issues of money’. But although political silencing may be one
consequence of sponsorship, it can have the opposite effect.

In her book No Logo, Naomi Klein (2000: 360) gives the example of how
Hootie and the Blowfish, a band whose generic associations – MOR rock – might
not engender any desire to engage with politics, ended up doing just this because
they were embarrassed by their sponsors’ associations. The band were performing
at a concert sponsored by Suzuki, at a time when the company was revealed as
dealing with the repressive Burmese government. In a similar way, the singer
Celine Dion found herself the target of protest because her sponsor, Ericsson, was
also commercially linked to the Burmese authorities. Commercial sponsorship
colonizes the public sphere and politicizes it.

But once again, the consequences of corporate practice do not exhaust the
explanation of political engagement. We still need to ask why artists as artists feel
impelled to engage with politics. What is it about being ‘an artist’ that encourages
or entitles people to speak out?

Being an artist

In his study of the social organization of art, Howard Becker (1982) recognizes that
the category of ‘artist’ is not a fixed one, neither in what it entails nor in who it
includes. It is constantly being constituted and re-constituted (see, for example,
Frith and Horne, 1987). If we are to account for the political role played by artists,
then we need to explain how and when artists come to see themselves as having
this role. There are, after all, none of the formal recruitment and selection
procedures of party structure and elections that do this job for politicians. And it is
not just a matter of addressing political issues; it is also a matter of being taken
seriously. If the celebrity has no authority then they have no political value to
social movements. Lahusen (1996: 122) notes that social movements need
celebrities because of the ‘weight’ they bring to the movement’s activities and
pronouncements. What Lahusen does not explain is which stars are appropriate to
what cause, and what determines their willingness to bestow their ‘weight’ upon it.
So there are two processes to be considered: the first is the one that allows or
enables artists to see themselves as having a political role; the second has to do
with the credibility attaching to that role.

Take again the case of John Lennon. Jon Wiener’s account of Lennon’s politics
picks out a number of factors, some contingent, some systemic. These include the
influence on Lennon’s artistic sensibility of his relationship with Yoko Ono, and
the experience of undergoing Arthur Janov’s primal therapy, which allowed
Lennon ‘to achieve many of the personal goals of sixties radicalism’ by ‘unlocking
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his greatest creative powers’ (Wiener, 1984: 138). Wiener also suggests that
Lennon’s ‘instinctive’ socialism was a product of his working-class background.
What Wiener is offering is a narrative which tries to account for the emergence of
Lennon’s politics. Whatever credibility we attach to Wiener’s particular account, it
does at least indicate the kind of questions that have to be asked of the ‘political’
artist. And the political stances adopted by artists have to be set against the other
interests and concerns with which they have to deal, most obviously those of
commerce. As Brian Cross (1993: 36) notes about the rappers Niggaz With
Attitude: ‘The proposition that NWA are reality rappers has in many ways clouded
the debate. NWA were primarily interested in selling records; this has to be
understood first’.

Whatever balance is struck between commerce and politics, it is important to ask
how artists come to conceive themselves as legitimate and credible commentators
on public affairs – in their role as artists.

Being political

Increasing awareness of the mediated character of politics has produced a literature
that looks in ever more detail at the constitution of the way in which politics is
performed. Much of the recent literature (e.g. Hart, 1999; Marshall, 1997;
Thompson, 1997) owes something to Joshua Meyrowitz’s No Sense of Place
(1985). What they have in common is a concern with the communication of
politics, how some gesture or image or statement is understood politically. We can
think of this as the aesthetics of politics.

A subtle synthesis and development of this emerges in John Corner’s (2000)
work on the ‘political persona’. Corner discusses the ways in which elected
representatives create a political persona, but the argument can equally be applied
to artists or celebrities who wish to present themselves as politically engaged. As
Corner (2000: 396; his emphasis) writes: ‘The sphere of the public and the popular
is the realm of the visibly “public”, the space of a demonstrable representative-
ness’. Politicians try to promote those dimensions of themselves that are popular,
where the popular artist promotes those things that are political, but both draw
upon the resources of their public and private lives to create this persona.

This opens up different ways of being political. For Sinead O’Connor, being
political involved tearing up a photo of the Pope on national television, for Joan
Baez it meant refusing to pay that part of her taxes that went to fund the military.
For both, it also meant writing and performing songs that gave expression to their
political beliefs and feelings, but again they did it differently, adopting different
styles and voices and genres, all of which, in turn, constrained and enabled their
politics.

Such matters may not relate directly to why artists become political, but they do
relate directly to how they do this, and the two are intimately connected. Because
how they appear political is vital to understanding the authority and credibility that
attach to them and therefore to the cause they are promoting or supporting. And to
the extent that popular culture is now a part of the routines of political life, it is
important to think more about how this connection is forged and maintained.
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